Nuremberg Exhibition Group Mandate

The task of the Nuremberg Exhibition Group is:

- to create awareness of the previous success of the Exhibition, its content and potential both within AIIC and among other interested parties
- to identify partners, venues and opportunities for future events
- to promote the Exhibition as a tribute to the pioneers of simultaneous interpreting and as a means of public relations for AIIC and for the interpreting profession as a whole
- to build on experience of previous Exhibitions with a view to maximizing its potential as a brand and visibility tool for the Association.
- to submit an annual report to the Executive Committee and contribute to the activities report submitted by ExCo to each ordinary Assembly.

The Nuremberg Exhibition Group shall normally be composed of not more than five members and comprise one representative from each of the following AIIC bodies: ExCo, Legal Interpreting Committee, and a representative of the association that holds the rights to the Nuremberg Exhibition, Conference Interpreting – Past, Present, Future.